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THREE BOOKS IN ONE MEANS THREE TIMES THE FUN! Â  Be it ever so crazy, thereâ€™s no

place like homeâ€”especially at the Arbuckle asylum. Fashion fiascos abound! Dim-wittedness and

droll rule the day! Thereâ€™s so much bizarre behavior from Jon and Odie that sometimes Garfield

even seems normal. Of course, that delusion doesnâ€™t last for long. Soon, the quirky cat is

conversing with a sock puppet and deflating a puffer fish (as well as an ice cream truckâ€™s tires).

Itâ€™s all in a kooky dayâ€™s play! Â  The GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK series collects the

GARFIELD comic-strip compilation books in a new, full-color format. Garfield may have gone

through a few changes, but one thing has stayed the same: his enormous appetite for food and fun.

So enjoy some supersized laughs with the insatiable cat, because too much fun is never enough!
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Jim Davis was born on July 28, 1945, in Marion, Indiana. He later attended Ball State University in

Muncie, Indiana, where he distinguished himself by earning one of the lowest cumulative grade

point averages in the history of the university. (Incidentally, a fellow classmate named David

Letterman earned the other). The Garfield strip was born on June 19, 1978, syndicated in forty-one

U.S. newspapers. Today itâ€™s syndicated in more than 2,100 newspapers worldwide with more

than 200 million readers, leading Guinness World Records to name Garfield The Most Widely

Syndicated Comic Strip in the World. Davis has had many successes with Garfield, including four

Emmy Awards for Outstanding Animated Program and induction into the Licensing Hall of Fame



(1998), but his most prized awards are from his peers in the National Cartoonist Society: Best

Humor Strip (1981 and 1985), the Elzie Segar Award (1990), and the coveted Reuben Award (1990)

for overall excellence in cartooning.

My son loves Garfield and he went from a student in "reading recovery" at school (that means below

grade level) to a student who reads 2-3 grades above his grade level because of his desire to read

MORE Garfield than I was willing to read to him at night. Luckily, unlike many book series, this

series goes on forever! And Jim Davis, bless his heart, has made it so affordable to collect his

books in these fat cat 3-packs (3 books in one cover) and  has made it even MORE affordable.

Unlike some books made for kids (like Cap'n Underpants, for example) there are no misspelled

words as the author tries to mimic what a kid's comic would look like, there is little if any violence

like in some comic books, no scantily clad comic character women, no racey themes are

statements.... It's just perfect for a kid in elementary school learning to read... and now and then, I'll

read a few pages... and grandma loves to steal one, too... so it's just nice for all ages. So glad we

stumbled on to these! It's a long-lived interest that has helped him so much!

Garfield comic strips are the best! From sarcasm, wit, to dry humor, Garfield's adventures pretty

much involve sleeping at some point. The Garfield comics have been released in full color which

helps a vivid imagination! I own every single book and have turned this into a treasured collection

for my children!

As I've said in other Garfield reviews-- These books were a Godsend for helping my son to learn to

read. We began reading them together in kindergarten, and he took over reading in first grade, and

continued to second and will continue reading them into 3rd grade. Unlike some other comic books,

the storylines are fine for a child, the spelling and grammar is correct, and he loves the colorful

pictures, as well-- and the biggest bonus-- YOU WILL NEVER RUN OUT OF NEW MATERIAL.

There are a zillion of these books. THANK YOU JIM DAVIS!

My kids love these and it's a great way to get them to read of their own free will!!

I looked through this and will read from one to 20 now I have.

Always been a fan of Garfield. I try to get the newest 3- pack each year. Thank you very much for



letting me buy a copy.

Its Clever, outrageous, witty, and just plain good fun. on the one hand you've got a sibling like

relationship with Odie and Garfield alwys fighting or going on adventures and he parental

relationship with Jon and also Jon's failed attempts to pick up women. It's just very real isn't it ?

Enjoy

Love these
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